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During my first year of study, I worked with the symbolism
of themasks ofColombian indigenous groups, such as theMuiscas,
Paeces and Calimas. I usedMasks by appropriating them and plac
ing my own interpretation of them. I began by drawing and paint
ing these symbols and I must admit that I worked with the idea of
transferring them to the body. However, I felt that my work was
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lacking something. The next summer a review of my previous
year's work revealed that I had actually been shyly taking photos of
myself. It was a Revelation that led to many questions: Why is it
important that I explore this idea ofmasks? Why is the application
of the original meaning of Indian masks needed to state my concept
of the mask? Was my research actually more personal in nature?
As I reflected upon my work it became clear that the mask
provided a vehicle through which I could talk about myself. The
mask was personal and individualized, rather than cultural and col
lective. I have always thought that as one matures many behaviors
are adopted which allow one to be part of a society. Without real
ization, small pieces of an adopted persona are put on the skin, one
after another, until reality and fantasy are inseparable. This
"mask"
protects the person from themselves and from others. With it, they
reveal themselves to the public without fear of being hurt, but the
problem is that many times the mask that we wear for protection
simultaneously kills our freedom.
V
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"While we are alive, we cannot escape from mask or names. We are
inseparable from our features - our fiction. We are condemned to




Societies are characterized by how their members behave.
To belong, we attempt to practice acceptable behavior in order to be
part of a social group. Watching people as they morph them-selves
in order to be accepted has been a life long fascination. With this
work, I began to examine how uncomfortable I am with the rules I
have to follow and the masks I must wear. I make collages as the
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catalysis through which I express my feelings. Cutting apart whole
pictures ofme and reassembling the pieces into a new persona is an
illustration of how I behave, and how I must behave when I am
with other people. From birth we begin to fake our identities to be
part of a social group, we must cut ourselves apart to make a new,




When I was a little girl, my aunt took me to see a movie that
portrayed the life of a clown. The clown's mother had just died, and
was not given permission to miss a performance in order to bury his
mother. The performance that night was outstanding, and his tears
were genuine. I was amazed with how someone could hide his per
sonal suffering in order to do his job well. I was very touched.
This experience led me to enjoy observing human behavior
to the point, perhaps, of obsession. In time I began to realize that
society forces us to hide our true feelings. However, once we
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believe we have something to hide, we can never be ourselves
again. We become clowns moving through the world protected by
the guise of rainbow colored make-up. Is it possible that anguish is
the true face that we present to others?
Also, I remember my childhood, and observing how people
behaved in social events. Several variables shape d people's behav
iors: social status, ethical grouping environment, and so forth.
Throughout the development of unique surface features, one can
only think about the ways people introduce themselves to others,
for example, how people dress, their demeanor and speech.Thing
and more make us different from one another.
As a child, I began looking for my place in the world and
still the journey goes on. As a young adult, I tried to reshape my
personality to fit into a group of young adults who were also trying
to find themselves. The problem with finding one's place in such a
world is that the world is constantly changing. This diorama ofmy
life is a weight that grows heavier every day and suffocates my
inner thoughts with unanswered questions. We live in a Society,
which encourages us to create a false, yet readily acceptable iden
tity. This necessity involves pulling ourselves apart to form a new
self, however; eventually we begin to fear that we will lose our true
self to the persona which has been constructed.
We negotiate the protective repression that our parents and
peers have imposed on remove to us. They teach us how to act so
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that w e will not b e j udged us n egatively. We are t aught to k eep
quiet rather than express any strong opinion so that we will not be
isolated from the
"group."
This denial of oneself often leads to a
misplaced identity.
For instance, at the time I started my masters, I was not sure
about my line of study. I knew that I wanted to do something with
indigenous masks, but further exploration made me realize that, I
wanted to explore the invisible mask that everybody wears.
The concept ofmorphing ones self into a form acceptable to
society has made me examines my own discomfort with the socie
tal rules and with the masks I have created and continue to wear in
order to conform. A long period of searching formy true self led me
to this poem,which I wrote in the first quarter of the MFA program:
"My eyes in vain feel the bodies that time disfigures.
Eyes. In vain try to decipher the hieroglyphic.
Eyes that show misfortune and disgrace;
happiness and the colors of love.
You are taking images from my past to stick on like a
mask"
2
For centuries people have felt the need to create masks.
Originally they were used both to protect the body or the face and
to disguise or transform ones self.
The origin of the word
"mask"
is unclear, but probably
came from the Arabic word maskhara, which means to falsify or
transform. For Egyptians it means second skin. Also the word mask
could be a verb with the expression masquerade that includes the
whole body. My interest lies specifically in the concept of the body
as a mask. It is not only the face that can disguise, we also project
our image through our posture, our movements, and the way we
dress and walk. Thus the body becomes the image we present to
society. It is a mask, a representation of what we should be, not
what we really are.
The w ord m ask symbolizes o ur ability t o c hange, and to
transform. Masks help hide our true self, and our secrets. We even
wear a mask to become anonymous, and unrecognizable. It gives us
the power to break the rules of the societies we belong to.
My first experiments with masks involved face and body
painting as camouflage. This become a way to hide our real feel
ings, like having another skin that allow us to be invisible. Later
animal skins and other materials from nature were used in the effort
to conquer fears and became part of religious ceremonies.
Eventually, masks became associated with theater and games in a
more sophisticated form, with the development ofbetter cosmetics.
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No matter what the historical period or culture, human beings have
always experienced the desire to know themselves. In the quest to
understand the self, one must understand the difference between the
internal self and the external self presented to the world.
In childhood we learn to follow the rules laid down by our
parents and accept their choices, although they may differ from our
desires. These first efforts to mold the young or
"Socialization"
of
the young represent the first
"layer"
of the mask that will lead to
acceptance by society.
Children are meant to learn ambiguity and moral complex
ity. They are taught to mask their reactions with polite behavior and
acceptable manners. They learn at a young age how to manipulate
others in order to get what they want. Once the child reaches adult
hood, he or she may become conscious to the various layers of
socialization, and desire to replace them w ith t he t rue s elf. This
transformation may either fascinate or amuse or disturb an individ
ual. The fact that we absorb experiences like a sponge allows us to
create the mask to which we have adopted. However, we may per
ceive these changes as a loss of identity.
Until I left my native country and the culture in which I
grew up, I never felt the need to explore the concept of masks,
because I had completely absorbed the customs and social behav
iors of everyday life there. As an undergraduate art student in
Colombia, I became interested in photography and later decided to
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enroll in an MFA program in fine art photography abroad. I chose
the U.S.A. because of its multicultural nature, hoping to learn more
about social behavior by through the interactions of various ethnic
groups.
I began to investigate masks, specifically Latin-American
Indians masks because it is part ofmy heritage, which is based on
the overlapping tradition of several countries. Indians groups like to
appropriate natural elements, like animals. They believe that in the
process of appropriation or copying animal's shapes (figures) they
will obtain the knowledge and skills of the animals, this being true
especially for the shaman (priest). Wearing a mask transforms indi
viduals into believing they have super-powers to be used in differ
ent events. Even today people use masks. For instance, women
wear makeup to hide their real feelings, and athletes wear mask for
protection. Just the fact of wearing something that covers you,
makes you feel stronger and you are able to perform many tasks
that otherwise without a mask you would not do at all. After further
research about masks I conclude that I wanted to talk about myself,
and the mask that I wear.
Thus, when I started to research mask, and their meanings
and symbols, I conclude that talking is a mask. The ability to speak
properly is a mask. It made me questions
which mask I wear for
protection against pain. Talking is a way for me to avoid letting
people get too close to me. During therapy my psychiatrist
XIII
explained that while many use silence to create walls, I use the







Inmy first year of graduate school at the Rochester Institute
of Technology (RIT), I discovered that I had to be able to explain
my culture and distinguish it from other Latin cultures. Many
American students tend to think of "Latinos "as including all the
peoples and cultures south of the Mexican border. As a result, they
don't realize that South America is a culturally rich continent with
great human potential. While the various countries do share Indian
heritage and colonial experience South America, Central America
and Mexico are vastly different. I began my exploration of Indian
masks a nd t heir s ymbolism s o t hat I c ould e ducate o thers about
Latin American culture.
I decided I would focus on masks because in an indigenous
culture, masks were very significant symbols. By putting on the
mask of a leopard, for example, it is believed that the soul of the
animal has been appropriated and the power of the animal is trans
ferred to man. The mask instills respect; even fear while it served
to hide the unknown. Even today, we still disguise our true selves
with masks for protection.
I did not want to copy Indian symbolism as if I was con
ducting an anthropological investigation. Therefore, I began to cre
ate my own masks based on my memories and the legends that my
grandfather told me. My grandfather was considered to be a
shaman, devoted to learning the
"secrets"
ofhis ancestors; he spent
much of his time, trying to locate indigenous tombs and studying
the relics found within. I remember, for example, that prior to open
ing a tomb, my grandfather would say prayers that seemed alien
like to my ears. He would paint his face so that the dead man's spir
it would not possess his soul. One occasion he would explain that
man should observe nature more, especially animals, because they
can teach us their secrets, he felt the best way to gain a true under
standing of the secrets was to disguise oneself as the animal.
After designing some of the earlier masks, I solicited the
help of some friends, who let me make up their faces to resemble
my designs, and then they posed while I photographed them. Out of
150 prints, I chose six. I printed the six images onto canvas with the
use of an iris printer. I made six wood frames to house the prints.
The frames were them tied together to form a large cross which I
hung from the ceiling. T he resulting installation symbolized the
invasion of Indian lands by Catholic missions and their victory over
paganism in the fifteenth century.
The photographs used for the installation are images with
animal figures representing the symbolism of various cultures. For
example, in most Latin America indigenous cultures the serpent
represents the creator ofmankind; the frog, wisdom; the leopard or
jaguar is shown as being feared and respected; the condor was the
most important bird for South American people, representing a
symbol of grandeur, sovereignty conquest, and skill at the hunt.
Other animals were chosen for their special survival skills.
The Spaniards who did not understand these symbols or the
"Gods"
they represented. They destroyed the holy sites of the
Indians and their various representations of symbols, and imposed
their Christian religion in the era of the Spanish explorers. Mexican
Indians continued to worship their
"Gods"
without being punished
because they drew images of their gods on the reverse side ofpaint
ings of the Catholic saints. In fact, the Spanish priests were quite
happy to see the natives visiting the church so frequently. The cross
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During the winter quarter, I continued to work with the
mask theme, doing more research and attempting a deeper interpre
tation. Focusing on animalism, I chose my favorite animals to sym
bolize from the various Indian cultures as inspiration for my new
designs; they included the lizard, turtle, snake, monkey, and butter
fly I choose these animals and insects, because in the majority of
Latin-American cultures they have the same meaning, such as:
Turtle symbolize patience
Snake symbolize life and begin
Monkey symbolize skill
Butterfly symbolize change
My friends again allowed me to paint their faces with these
animal symbols and photograph them. Using liquid light (a liquid
emulsion that is sensitive to light) as a printing process. I can apply
images t o multi s urfaces a nd t extures; t he d eveloping p rocess i s
same as traditional black and white darkroom techniques. I trans
ferred my images to dinner plates and arranged them in a dinning
room setting to represent the Last Supper. I can only imagine that
the indigenous people felt that every meal was their last meal,
because submission to catholitsiom was the only road without
reprisal.
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After re-examining all my photographs, I decided to create
new forms by cutting up the prints and creating a collage reflecting
the impact of the battle between Spanish Catholicism and native
Indian beliefs on the indigenous identity.
The comments ofmy professors concerning the Last Supper
and the collages confused me. They told me that the Last Supper
does not fit with the idea of the repression of the Indians. My mes
sage was not understood and the connection between the two was
not clear. Why? Possibility I did not explained the historical foun
dations. However, the connections related to the mask were clearly
in my own mind.
The Spanish's conquerors, with Bible in hand, came to
America frightening and forcing the Indians to change their beliefs.
It is understood that Indians believed that anyone coming from the
sea was a God. This common beliefwas a story shared by genera
tions.
Soon, after the conquerors arrived, they assessed the culture
and took advantage of it. They exploited the Indians extensively,
taking all their treasures including their spiritual beliefs. They con
verted them to a new religion, which was the Catholicism. To illus
trate this matter I use the episode of the Last Supper, because it
symbolizes both the consecration of Jesus Christ, and his farewell
from his disciples.
After continuing reflection on the Last Supper, the collages.
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and the meaning I intended them to convey, I wrote:
"Since childhood, we have always had to obey our parents,
then our teachers at school, and at the university, and later the
husband,
or rather our love for him. We are always obeying. When will we
stop being cowards and become free, free like the birds. Or is this
another sophism? Even the birds have their own cavalry. "4
This poem expresses the pressures to obey from an early
childhood and on. We are forced to follow the constrains imposed
by others. The bird is a common symbol of freedom. But, as
Richard Bach insinuates, his Jonathan sea gull may not be so free
either.
While researching the use of the mask in the indigenous
world I found out that Indian masks have a magical and religious
symbolism. In an effort to exert greater control over nature, masks
10
were used as a magical means ofcovering one's own soul and trans
forming it by assuming the identity of a God powerful enough to
control nature and the elements. The ceremonial wearing of a mask
was profound and empowering, elevating the wearer to a degree
higher than that of a common man.
The mask also served as a defense againstwhatever was not
understood. Pre-Colombian cultures used it as a technique for
"controlling"
their own fears by making physical representation of
supernatural and natural p henomenon. C ounting on the G ods, t o
change the unknowns. The Indians blamed the
"Gods"
for bad deci
sions made. In further research, I found that
Pre- Colombian cul
tures also would wear the mask of feared evil spirits. This was an
attempt to keep the people in fear of reprisal from the gods for bad
decisions. Thus, the creative and bold powers of the mask could
influence the subconscious of man.
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Historian Leon Portilla emphasized the concept of face
when he wrote, "The ancient Nahuat people believed that beyond
doubt the face referred to that which most intimately characterized
the intrinsic nature of each
individual."
The person adopting the
spirit of the mask truly believed himself to be in possession of the
mask's demonic powers and believed that he was participating or
playing a part in a ritualistic society where the soul became part of
daily life. Through the power of the mask, it was believed that the
soul could choose to converse with the dead. In the same way, the
mask of an animal endowed the wearer with its spirit and qualities
of the animal depicted. 5
Animal masks are very important symbol in pre-Columbian
culture. They were among the first disguises for man. They were a
logical choice since men's major and immediate experiences were
with the animal world. Images have even been found where man is
covered by the skin and head of an animal while hunting or fight
ing. The jaguar has been an animal sought through the ages in
Mexico, Colombia, and Peru, because they all share the same myth
of the jaguar's powers (fear and respect). Aztecs would dress them
selves up in jaguar skins, and those of other animals as part of
human wardress; some even used the skin of their prisoners. In his
book HISTORY OF THE INDIANS OF NEW SPAIN, Fray Toribio
de Motolinia describes, a war ritual: "They beheaded their female
slaves at the top of the steps before the altar and the idols. There
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they flayed their bodies and faces and cut off their thighbones. In
the morning the leading Indians put on their skins, even the skin of
the face, like a
mask."
6
The sacrifice of the victims represented a tribute to the
gods. Thus, these skin masks were the faces of the gods and consti
tuted the ultimate religious transformation for their wearers. The
skin of their victims symbolized power and victory. It was a way of
frightening and instilling fear in the opponent, and consuming the
powers of the dead.
Dancing was also an import aspect of Indian ceremonial
life. It helps create a portal for the spirit to the supernatural world.
During many o f t hese o ccurrences m asks w ere w orn t o increase
fertility in women, to sustain death, and to honor the gods.
Ceremonial mask were also used in representing births, marriages,
war, hunting, death, and the exorcism of evil spirits.
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For Indians, wearing a mask is a very important in the cul
tural realm. The mask is used in ceremonial costumes to the gods
and their powers.
Due to many basic instincts, such as fear or faith, the mask
became primarily an expression of superstition. In "MEXICAN
MASK", by Andre Malraux, he states, "The mask is the earliest
man-created phenomenon and man's most accomplished visual
realization of our twofold existence: of day and night, wakefulness
and sleep, life and death, the live and rigid
face."
7 Thus, the essen
tial immobile and unchangeable aspect of the mask, gave the
appearance of death. Pre-Columbian art was closely linked to
death. As a process of transformation, it was not a separate and dis
tinct state, but part of the same process that generates life itself, for
out of death c omes new life. For Pre-Colombian cultures, death
was something supernatural, except when death was caused by con
frontation with a wild animal or while in battle. However, a person
dying of natural causes was something that they could not under
stand. The Toltec's and Aztecs, for example, believed that the
human spirit resided in the skull; this is why they took great care in
the preparation of the skull mask. Even for the Inca, the preparation
of the dead was something very important, manifested in the mum
mification of their dead, a technique that is comparable to the
Egyptian technique because of its perfection.
The Incas prepared their dead in such a way that even today
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they are perfectly preserved because of both the embalming ele
ments used and the dry climate of the region. For the Incas, the sac
rificing of human beings enabled victims to pass from one stage to
another as an offering to the gods. These human sacrifices were
only offered when there was a natural disaster, such as river flood
or earthquake, or some special event like the death or coronation of
a king or the construction of a new city or temple. The practice of
human sacrifice passed on to the native cultures of Colombia,
specifically the Muiscas. Muiscas, is one of the largest native
groups located in the central region ofColombia. They made sacri
fices o f children when t hey started to build a temple t o indicate
where they were going to lay the foundation. In each hole, they sac
rificed a child believing they were protecting the temple from
something awful.
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We know that almost all Inca sacrifices were children
because of the mummies found. Sacrifices of children were also
common because of their purity. This was to be more pleasing to
the gods and would thus facilitate communication and win their
favor. Such children served as ambassadors to the gods. Winning
the god's favor resulted in spiritual and physical blessings for the
believer. In 1995, the mummified bodies of four children were
found on anAndean peak inArgentina. The bodies had been buried
twenty-two feet up a rainy hill in pits five meters deep. The chil
dren ranged from eight to twelve years of age. One of them wore a
rather large tunic and had a pair of extra sandals, food, water,
liquor, coca and some small statues of animals and gods. Such
items were meant to help the victim to pass to the next life.
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Generally, the native artists went to great trouble to make
and decorate the death masks. Especially difficult was the decora
tion of the eyes since these would guide the deceased into the next
world. A diversity ofmasks have been found, including one rather
strange clay mask found in Oaxaca, Mexico, from the Zapotec cul
ture, where two different halves of the face symbolize life and
death in perfect harmony, as if the transition from one state to
another were little more than a playful metaphor. The Aztecs often
used wooden masks encrusted with turquoise. One example is the
mask that Montezuma gave to Cortez, which is now in the British
Museum. This mask is a representation of Quetzalcoatl (the god
most often represented in pre-Colombian art), and consists of two
intertwined serpents that encircle the eyes and mouth with their
coils and teeth made of shells. I believe this mask is impressive
because of its morbid intensity and bizarre realism. Another mask
from the fourteenth century features the top of the skull with a hor
izontal band across the nose and the lowest part of the chin and the
jaw encrusted with pieces of obsidian. The rest of the face is an
intricate turquoise mosaic. Shells and hematite were used to give
the eyes a glaring, beautiful quality. It is very likely that this skull
belonged to a man who was sacrificed to the god Tezcatlipoca.
Every year a young man was selected as a sacrificial symbol repre
senting the god. The man's skull was then
decorated and preserved
as a relic for veneration.
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Religion and the representation of their gods played an
important role in pre-Colombian cultures. Here, as in most other
parts of the world, men have tried to express themselves though the
depiction of their gods. Christians filled their churches with paint
ings and statues representing different passages of the life of the
saints. Mayan codices containing approximately fifteen different
figures representing semi-gods and semi-humans. Many gods are
represented as animals. A skeleton face and a bony spine, for exam
ple, represent the god of death. The Incas worshiped the condor; it
was a symbol o f g randeur, sovereignty and conquest. The llama
also was an important animal for this culture. The llama was
believed to assist the Indians on their journey to the next world.
The symbolic power of the mask gave the shaman a super
identity. At the time of the Spanish conquest, it was difficult for the
Indians and the Spanish to understand each other's beliefs. For the
pre-Colombian cultures, multiple gods granted direct communica
tion with nature and therefore, was equivalent to living in peace.
Yet the Spanish forcibly imposed their religion on the cultures they
encountered, disregarding local religious philosophies. Thus,
Indians began to mix their religion with Spanish Catholicism,
thereby creating the religions that are practiced today.
As for the Spanish in Mexico, their desire was to impose
their religion as the only true one. They built their cathedrals on top
of the constructions the Aztecs had built for their deities. In this
18
manner, according to the Spanish thinking at the time, the Indians
would be forced to worship the Catholic God since the sites to
which the Aztecs used to go to make offerings were now occupied
by a new god. But what the Aztec did to carry on their beliefs in the
new temple, was to include their saints on the back side of the
Spanish paintings. This gave the appearance that the Indians had
converted to the new religion. However, in reality they were wor
shipping their former gods. Post-conquest religion was now trans
formed into an amalgam of paganism and Christianity. Was the
Spanish influx, of devils and symbolic elements were created from
this? These types of masks were used in ceremonies to escape the
present, to remember their roots. To this day, this layered religion
exists in all of Central and South America. We can say that for the
Pre-Colombian cultures covering the face was more the simple act
of putting a mask in front of the face, it was a way of creating the
hereafter and a way to have control within the society. In fact, in
our time, as in the past, the use ofmasks continues to be profound




By gathering this information, I realized that man has
always tried to protect himself from himself by creating masks
which created the perception of both the physical and psychologi
cal self. The mask protects us from new things and at the same time
gives courage to act boldly. For example, when a mask is not worn
in sports like football, the player is vulnerable. If a helmet is worn,
the mask covers the face as well as the head the player, and he feels
safer to play and generally less vulnerable to injury. It the same way
we feel protected against being hurt every time we try to hide the
truth by wearing an imaginary mask. As Fedor Dostoyevski says in
his book MEMORIES OF THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD, "Every
man h as memories that he would not tell anyone other than his
friends. In addition, there are things in his mind that he would not
even reveal to his friends, except in absolute secrecy. But there are
other things that man fears, to even tell himself, and any decent
man has a lot of these things which he keeps in his mind".
The schema as well as the image that we have of ourselves,
constantly changes throughout our lives. The images o f the past
leave their marks, and no one has just one image of himself or her
self. During different points and different stages of life we collect
identities that are super-imposed over the old and a new identity
appears that changes into the dominant one. We could speak of this
mask as an imaginary creation in serving the schema and keeping
our behavior appropriate.
20
To simplify, society insures appropriate behavior through a
set of invisible parameters which define proper action.These
boundaries from the "referential frame,"which defines the central
focus,and thus the proper response of a group to any given situa
tion. I have had to transcribe part of the passage which I found in
PSYCHOLOGY OF SELF-DECEPTION to explain what I mean
when I say referential frames. In the social sphere, a similar con
cept to that of the schemas is the concept of the
"Frames"
9 of
Erving Goffman. This theory is described in FRAME ANALYSIS.
A referential
"frame"
is a shared definition of a situation that organ
izes and governs the social events and our participation in them.
For example, some frames are "We are watching a theatrical
work,"
or "This is a door-to-door sales
promotion"
or "I have a
date."
Each
of these definitions of a social fact determines what activities are
appropriate for the moment, and which are not; what to perceive
and what to ignore; in conclusion, to imply the situations have been
developed. 10
A frame is the public face of the collective schemas. Then
by sharing a certain understanding of the concepts: theatre, sales
and date, we are able to participate the action and play of our role
in a fluid and harmonic form. A referential frame starts when the
participants activate shared schemas regarding a specific action or
situation. If someone does not share the corresponding schema, the
results can be embarrassing. Goffman presents the following exam-
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pie of a non-shared schema, taken from a comic strip in a San
Francisco newspaper. A man is face down on Powell Street, block
ing traffic; the traffic is backup several blocks. An old lady gets out
of a cable car, which was also stopped. She approaches the man and
begins to perform a massage and artificial respiration. T he man
turns to her and says: "Look, lady, I don't know what game you're
playing, but as for me, I am trying to fix this cable car", u
Society has a very important role in the development of the
individual and it is our fascination with belonging to society, which
allows society to dramatically effect our development as a person.
In social areas whose
"frames"
we know, people act with agility and
dominate the situation. A newly arrived person, who does not
understand the implication of the situation's frame, has the same
status as a foreign visitor in an unknown country. When these indi
viduals participate in an action, the group's members have to accept
the way that the new person works or it will be difficult to include
the foreigner. We become accustomed to other people channeling
our conscience, and each new experience becomes a mask available
to be worn at the right moment so we don't set ourselves out side a




My third quarter was chaotic because I did not know what I
wanted. What I had done previously in the other two walkthroughs
had not satisfied me. I experienced a hollow feeling from the
results. I knew that I had to present something, but what? I had only
questions and no answers, the questions that were asked did not
inform or direct me. There were times when I wanted to go back to
my country, to disappear so that I would not have to explain my
ideas to anyone. But I knew leaving would be fleeing from myself.
Therefore, I re-compiled the photographs that I had taken during
the year. I placed them into groups on the floor which people could
walk between. Something very curious happened in my organiza
tion of the work for the critique. I had taken photographs ofmyself
and unconsciously I placed those photographs on the wall rather
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than mixing them with the rest. People asked why these photo
graphs were on the wall and not intermingled with the rest? At the
time I did not have an answer. Only later did I write in my journal,
"I wanted to work with my body, with
myself."
I did not realize it
then, but having those photographs ofmyself on the wall, made me
see that the critic was about me as an observer and judge ofmy own
work.
tmmwr
The following summer was crucial time in my professional
development. I knew what I wanted, but not how I would accom
plish it, or how it would be represented artistically and what tech
nique would be used. I wanted to work with my body as part of the
mask people wear. I wanted to exploit the clothes we wear, the way
we walk, talk, and wear make-up in the public eye. I had already
worked with Iris prints, Liquid Light, and glass but these tech
niques did not capture the imagery I wanted. The semester was
filled with desperation and discomfort that every artist goes
through in transforming and idea into reality. It was a time of con









In the fall quarter of the second year, I took a Printmaking
class which focused on creating plates with non-toxic elements. I
studied different techniques, such as Intaglio-Type, Mezzo
Intaglio-Type, Aquatint, Acrylic Soft-Ground, Acrylic Hard-
Ground, Lithography and Collagraph. The process I would later
choose for my final presentation that quarter was collagraph. The
collagraph technique uses cardboard upon which various materials
such as adhesive tape, plaster; pieces of woods, and
carborundum/screen filler mixture are stuck to the surface in order
to add relief the image.
I used photographs self-portraits, traced onto a piece of
paper. This allowed me to play with them and choose the appropri
ate quantity and size of the final images. After that creative process,










that used one photograph. The images are built up
three-dimension-
ally, then printed with black and yellow engraving inks. The yel
lowish color added a sense ofmelancholic to the image. Then, the
plate was placed in the press were the impressions were made on
Arches paper, which absorbed the ink. With intaglio process I can
graphically represent the relationship between the concept of layers
and the metaphor of the mask.
For the Fall Walkthrough I showed the work in a small
room with white walls. On the wall facing the main entrance were
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the large impressions, and on each side wall a small one. It was
hard to place the images in such a way that they reflected the
intended message. I used soft light that gave the images a sense of
intimacy. The work was a break through in my learning process.
My professors and colleagues were very impressed and thought my
progress was very evident. This work truly expressed what I intend
ed it to be, the sensation of a masqereade that everyone carries. The
human being is covered with several invisible layers that protect
body and face avoiding any harm. For some people, the self-por
traits also implied a sad state of mind. When asked about the
process, I answered that this technique was crucial for my thesis
project since it really expressed my intentions. Although the
colla-
graphs were successful in showing the sensibility ofmy feelings, I
wanted to find a technique that utilized a photograph as a direct
source. At this point I was using a photograph for the composition
and then drew the final image. For many people in my department
this technique was unique and new and they understood the con
nection of the idea and process.
After careful analysis ofmy work by the faculty team I was




I started by searching for a methodology in engraving that
uses photography. I found the Intaglio-tape technique. My main
concern at this point was finding a way to show photographs that
reflected my inner self. I experimented with many techniques until
I discovered a collage on the Intaglio-type process, which would
allow me to combine photography and print. Collage was the catal
ysis in expressing my concept. Cutting apart a whole pictures of
myself and reassembling the pieces to shape a new being became
the perfect illustration of how I felt. Metaphorically, the individual
covers himselfwith the layers ofpolite manners to be accepted into
a social environment.
The collages were created from earlier photographs of
myself, and new p hotographs i n w hich I covered m y body w ith
newspapers. I chose the analogy of the newspaper because it is
filled with information; the reader mentally tears it apart and con
sumes the information. These transformed photographs presented a
different feeling, reinforcing the concept that we continually,
unconsciously, add layers to the self, which is why I cut and
multi-
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Later, I compiled all the photographs that I had taken dur
ing my career and then some and started to created collages.
Creating a collage is not an easy task, as one must use the appropri
ate part of the picture so that all the pieces add meaning to the final
result. Some of the parts must maintain the same concept. It was a
difficult task, over 8 months, I was able to build 80 images, from
which I chose 63. The 63 images were edited to 50. After experi-
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menting with various sizes and colors, I made 110 prints and from
the 1 10 1 chose 29. 1 presented those in several groups, based on the
different sizes. Some collages were just faces and others were the
whole body, which determined the dimensions of the final print.
The image size were small, so to balance between the images and
the frames become the challenge. Normally the image is placed in
the center of the frame, but not in this work. By locating images to
the left or to the right, I worked with space as part of the represen
tation to show how humans interact in life.
I choose Intaglio-Type for the final presentation of my
imagery. It is a new technique that uses ImagOn photopolymer film
for print-makers. This technique offers a new extension to the print-
making world. In the production of these plates I used a computer
as the key component. The engraving medium is non toxic, a dra
matic changes from traditional Intaglio printing. By using the com
puter I carefully considered colors and sizes, achieving the desired
color scheme, as I created the negative to be used to make the plate.
Finally, I printed my image onto the Mylar plate with a laser print
er, which represents a dramatic break with traditional printmaking.
After I scanned the image into the computer, I changed the
contrast of the image, shifting from normal contrast to a gray tonal
range. This is an important change that prevented the tonalities in
the images from shifting. The gray color insures a good image.
Then, with the gray negative you have to make several test plates
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to get the appropriate color scheme. It is a process of trial and error,
but it is worthy of the efforts. Timing is crucial. After many
attempts with the UVmachine I determined that 12 seconds was the
right amount of time for my collages.
The next step is to clean the plate. It had to be sanded, then
afterward I cut a piece of ImagOn emulsion to the size of the final
image. ImagOn emulsion is a material that is sensitive to the light
with the capacity to capture images and is transparent. With the
plate on the press I wet it with water and careful peeledback the
protective layers of emulsion. Then I carefully placed the emulsion
on the plate and covered the plate with felts to pass it through the
press. Next, I took the plate to the UV light machine, putting the
image on top of the plate, making sure that plate and image fit
together well. Then I turned the machine on for 12 seconds (to give
the right time to exposed the plate. You may have to try several
times until you notice that the impression is good.). After the plate
was exposed I took it to the sink to be washed with sodium carbon
ate for 2 minutes. When the plate is developed, I rinsed with water
and allowed it to dry.
This technique gave me the opportunity to try new methods
but still using photography as my main source. Definitely, after all
the hard work, the final product truly reflects my idea of the
"mask."
For the final presentation I picked images of two different
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sizes, mostly small ones to maintain the emotional closeness of
space. I decided on 29 collages and framed the exhibit with differ
ent panels and hallways, like a labyrinth, to keep idea of intimacy.
During the opening of my presentation, people were
amazed by the technique. It made a great impression. They said that
the technique used fit perfectly with the inscription at the main
entrance of the gallery.
"While we are alive, we cannot escape from mask or names. We are
inseparable from our features - our fiction. We are condemned to
invent a mask for ourselves and afterward to discover that the mask
is our true
face."
If I may, I would like to draw your attention to some com
ments that the presentation inspired:
"
One ofmy favorite shows, strong work beautiful
presented."
Steve Mitill.




"The courage to create and present is you
Maria."
Keith Howard








"I appreciate the exaggeration of the different body parts that
came trough naturally in the
collage."
Step E.
It was rewarding to find that the audience captured the
meaning I intended to
communicate. As an artist I found that some
times it is difficult to give your work the right representation.
A week later I defended my thesis. The critique was
excel-
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lent again. Everyone agreed that my presentation reflected my con
cept. I was able to explain the process, methodology and tech
niques, that I used, especially those details related to the engraving
technique. For many people, my presentation was very enlighten
ing since the engraving technique linked with my photographs is
not a common technique.
For now, I intend to continue researching this technique to
find new ways to present my ideas, and look forward to new dis
coveries in my art and new answer to the questions in my heart.
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As the title of the thesis suggests, the important influences
are the ones that contribute to the artist's formation. From a young
age things that surround us affects our lives, leaving positive and
negative marks. I recall grandmother's r eligious images: El nino
Jesus de Praga, La virgen del Perpetuo Socorro, El Sagrado
Corazon de Jesus, all hanging beautifully in her bedroom. As well
I remember in her house the book, CAPITAL SIN.
For the processions of holy week, I had to wear mourning
clothes in order to walk in the processions representing the life of
Jesus. I would hold candles in my hand while the men carried the
statues of saints over there shoulders.
Lastly, my grandfather had an important influence with his
tales of shamans and obsession with tombs explorations. Those
vivid images came alive when I presented the walk trough with the
Last Supper in combination with what I learned in history classes
of the indigenous people submission to the Spaniards. I have
always had a deep desire to investigate history. Libraries are magi
cal buildings that surround us with pages and pages of text trans
porting us t o imaginary places, and filling o ur heads with unan
swered questions that fuel our desire to continue the search.
Among the many artist who inspired me are: Picasso, El
Greco, Francisco de Goya, Hannah Houch, Beatriz Gonzalez, Luis
Caballero, Roda, and Alejandro Obregon. However it is the follow
ing artists who have had the greatest influence my work.
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Picasso covered many of the art techniques present today.
He modified and transformed his techniques until he found his own
way to express art. That's why he is known as The Master of The
Masters. The Blue Period ofhis work is the most influential to me.





gars. He portrayed them with melancholic looks, as is well as
described in "PICASSO
"
by Carsten-peter Warncke: "Blue Period
works established just a handful of emphatic motifs. Human misery
was seen as a slice of real life in its real environment and implied
comment on large societal conditions. But in Picasso case fate was
an i ndividual t hing endured in isolation". 13 His drawings are of
long clumsy bodies with a lose glance, images of poor people as it
is shown in the painting Old Guitar Player, Barcelona, autumn
1903. Oil on panel 121.3X82.5cm. Another example of a hopeless
is the painting The Absinthe Drinker Paris, 1901. Oil on canvas,
73X54cm. During the so called Pink Period(
1904- 1906) Picasso's
faces ofharlequins show the struggle, sadness, and hopelessness of
The Old Guitar Player




written by Victor Hugo; misery here is presented as a
way of living, and the death is the hope. Picasso's harlequin repre
sents the lowest social class but with sensibility for art, and it
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becomes their source of survival. Picasso's works during this peri
od was the representation of a society which consumes and aban
dons us. Living as a jokers without direction, we are left behind
with a lose glance and intense solitude. In order to incorporate sad
ness and solitude in my work I defaced my own photographs of
myself.
In the harlequins thematic we can see uniformity of the
image, long, proportion bodies in splendid harmony (The Acrobat and Young Harlequin
Paris, 1905
Gouache on cardboard
Harlequin Family, Paris, spring 1905. Gouache and India ink on 105 x 76 cm
paper, 57.5X43cm).
Picasso and Cubism, is a period where images are trans
formed into geometric lines. The perspective of art is change and
the new media is explored. Images are likemarvelous puzzles, they
are dismembered and transformed, one example is, (Les
Desmoiselles D'Avignon, Paris 1907, pencil on paper,
1 9.3X24.2cm). 1 1 i s quite r emarkable 1 0 s ee h ow P icasso s tarted
The Harlequin's Family
with realistic drawings that were later transformed into geometric Paris, sping 1905
Gouache and India ink on paper
figures to show a different character.
57.5 x 43 cm
Les Desmoiselles D'Avignon
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Goya's work is magnificent. It shows human faces with an
ironic sense, as hollow people, for instance in (The Family ofKings
of Family Carlos IV, 1800-1801, Oil on canvas, 280X336cm).
Goya's work shows that he was always more interested in
analyzing the human body rather than represent animals or nature.
He analyzed human behavior in different situations and social
classes. For instance, he presents people in a world of guilt and
terror that in reality is the fear that we carry everyday, as in the
(Sleep of the Reason Produces Monsters, 1797-8, Etching with
Aquatint, 21.6X15.2cm).
Another work that caught my attention is about war with
executions and misery, paints and engravings like (The Shooting of
May Third 1808, 1814 Oil on canvas, 266X345cm). My admiration
for Goya's work stems from the fact that he is interested in human
behavior, as am I.




280 X 336 cm








266 X 345 cm
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I admire her fabulous photomontage, which denote glamour
and a magic in telling stories from pieces gathered from different
sources. Her use of irony and frustration is perhaps influenced by
the t imes she live in. O ne of her works is C ut with the kitchen
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Knife Dada Through the Las Weimar Beer-
Belly C ultural Epoch ofGermany 1 919-20




13 x 27 cm
Regarding Colombian artists, I am attracted to Beatriz
Gonzalez's work about politics expressed in collages. However,
the intensity I am looking for I find in Luis Caballero and his
drawings of humans. His work with fragmented bodies in torment
under the influence of invisible battles, is a sense of pain that will
stay with you forever. His paintings have great power; expressing j
themselves in such a way that allows you to almost witness of the
moment. When I see his work, my body become frozen, my heart
JL7un^06da
1972
trembles, and I wonder if the pain that I feel will last forever. Luis ^'^g'fcm
Caballero's drawings of humans showed the intensity and sorrow
of his live as a homosexual. His work tells us about his life and his
lovers. I feel that my work has the pain and invisible battles of
Caballeros work.
I am also influenced by Victor hugo's "LES
MISER-
ABLES", Gabriel Garcia Marques "CIEN ANOS DE
SOLEDAD", ERNESTO SABATO "EL TUNEL", Porfilio S^,
Barbajacob, Rinmbot, Pablo Neruda, Julio Flores, Miguel de
Cervantes Saavedra, and others. There are many people in the arts
that influenced me deeply. Film is also another form of art that
1965
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moves me; German, French, American and Latin-American movies
have touched my artistic veins.
Latin-American movies such as |
Agua p ara chocolate, L a vuelta d el Caracol o r L a N oche d e 1 os
Lapices, are very valuable contributors to my development.
Writings help me to see the problems and desires that people have
and how all of those desires become a fantasy. It is like seeing the









Tecnica mixta sobre papel
195 x 130 cm
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CANCION DE LA VIDA PROFUNDA
By Porfilio Barba Jacob
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Hay dias en que somos tan moviles,tan moviles
como las leves briznas al viento y al azar.
tal vez bajo otro cielo la gloria nos sorrrie
La vida es clara, undivaga y abierta como un mar.
Y hay dias en que somos tan fertiles, tan fertiles,
como en abril el campo, que tiembla de pasion:
bajo el influjo prohibido de espirituales lluvias,
El alma esta brotando florestas de ilusion.
Y hay dias en que somos tar sordidos, tan sordidos
como la entrada oscura de oscuro pedernal:
la noche nos sorprende, con sus profusas lamparas,
In rutilas monedas tasando el bien y el mal.
Y hay dias en que somos tan placidos, tan placidos.
(! Ninez en el crepusculo! Ilagunas de zafir!)
Que un verso, un trino, un momenta, un pajaro que cruza !
! Y hasta las propias penas! Nos hacen sonreir.
Y hay dias en que somos tan lubricos tan lubricos,
que nos depara en vano su carne la mujer:
despues de cenir un talle y acariciar un seno,
La redondez de un fruto nos vuelve a estremecer.
Y hay dias enque somos tan lugubres, tan lugubres,
Como en las noches lugubres el llanto del pinar,
el alma gime entonces bajo el dolor del mundo,
Y acaso ni Dios mismo nos pueda consolar.
Mas hay tambien! Oh tierra! Un dia un dia un dia
en que levamos anclas para jamas volver
Un dia en que discurren vientos ineluctables
Un dia en que ya nadie nos puede retener!.
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There are days in which we are so mobile, so mobile
As slight strings to the wind and to the chance
Perhaps under another sky the glory smile us
Life is clear, undulate and opened like a sea.
And there are days in which we are so fertile, so fertile,
An in April the field, that quivers of passion:
Under the careful influence of spiritual rain,
The soul its blossoming forest of illusion.
And there are days in with we are so sordid, so sordid,
as the dark entrails of dark flint:
The night surprises us, with its lavish lamps,
In glittering currencies appraising good and evil.
And there are days in which we are so placid, so placid
(! Childhood in the twilight! Lagoons ofZephyr!)
that a verse, a chirp, a mount, a bird that crosses!
!And even our own pains! They make us smile.
And there are days in which we are so lubricious,so lubricious,
That in vain grant us its flesh the woman
After fitting a waist and caressing a breast,
The roundness of a fruit makes us to tremble
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And there are days in which we are so lugubrious,so lugubrious,
In the lugubrious nights of the pine forest weeping.
The soul moans under the world's pain,
And then not even God can console us.
But it also has oh earth! A day day day
In which we weighed anchors for never to return
A day in which ineluctable winds run!
A day in which already nobody can retain us!
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Everyone has a story to tell, death is escorted by love. Laughter is
escorted by weeping. We die every day to be re-born the next as the
sun does everymorning, appearing timidly on the horizon and leav
ing in the twilight as a rake of orange shadows across the land.
From an early age, I tried to find my niche in the cultures I
lived in, but never found it. One tries to change the echoes so that
they will fit into the scheme imposed upon us, forgetting the truth
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or what supposedly would be called the truth. It is not easy to find
identity when everything is changing around you. T he past is a
weight that gradually grows suffocating, and darkening the panora
ma of my life, and filling me with questions, without finding any
answers. That idea of unconformity comes from my country,
Colombia.
I can say that we never will be able to go out without wear
ing a mask in our lives. It is something that we always will wear if
we want to belong to a
"social"
group. What is important is to real
ize how much wearing this mask affects us and how we can man
age it, without it managing us. We do not live a total lie, rather, I
would say that we live an illusion. Our masks are more subtle than
the I ndian c ultures i n which t hey c over t heir b odies w ith m asks
bearing the images of gods and chamas, transferring an illusion of
power and confer on them a sense of fearlessness. The mask made
them invincible. We fall in the same pattern, the only difference is
that when we try to take it off our identity is then in jeopardy. Thus,
ifwe drop the role of the mask, we risk being uncovered and unpro
tected sin any case the individual is buried in his/her role.
My work speaks about myself, my culture and my interac
tions, but in the end it was not about my culture completely, rather,
it was about me. I am Maria, a woman that search for the truth that
search in the puzzles ofmasks. I have a sense of terror, as I remove.
The cover built through the years a nude human trying to be
accept-
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ed in society. Aware that every effort to be accepted conflicts with
being myself.
In my photographs I revealed my pain and anguish associ
ated with the fact of living, and being me. It is my analysis of the
way we make life more complicated for ourselves, our partners, our
families, our friends, with the final objective to bury painful events
and memories. Self-deception is the weapon we use for physical
self-preservation. It is the price that we pay in order to be accepted
by our society. It is a matter of survival. The internal mask will be
with us forever. I carry mine. I do not remember when I started to
carry it, but I know it weights too much, it is a grief, a pain, and I
do not know when I will be able to take it off. For now it feels like
a soul sin, and it should be that way until the time when I learn to
manage it. The trick is to know how to control it to avoid being
absorbed by it. That is the only way I will not be lost in the shad
ows of the hopeless.
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